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What makes a sign a cabinet sign? 

A cabinet sign is defined as a traditional box type sign made up of a face 
and back or two faces, with designs ranging from simple plastic faces to 
metal faces with push-thru letters. Often called lightboxes, cabinet signs 
can be internally illuminated, externally illuminated or non-illuminated, 
and are good for both interior and exterior applications. In this tip we will 
talk about not being limited to the traditional box type style that is seen 
everywhere.  

We consider a sign a cabinet sign when it reaches a certain size. The 
reasons we consider them this, is because the material inside to stabilize 
the structure changes. Most of the time hardware isn’t needed inside your 
sign, but with larger or “cabinet” signs it requires hardware, to be stable.  

We install an aluminum or steel square tube framework and support 
system. The sign might consist of some of these if it requires it: Nutserts 
and aluminum studs, Double 90 brackets or flat bar brackets, pole 
mounting or pole well, side mounting with square tube, match plate 
mounting. This hardware is placed as needed to support the size, shape 
and structure of the project. 

Specifications of our Cabinet Signs 
Faces 
Flat Routed aluminum with acrylic push thru, Flat aluminum, 
Flat acrylic, Flat Lexan, Pan-formed.  

Trim 
Cabinet signs usually don’t require trim whether or not they are 
single or double-sided.  

Returns  
Cabinets are usually constructed of .063, .080 or .125 aluminum 
exterior with aluminum or steel square tube framework and 
support system. 

Lighting 
LEDs are great lighting sources for custom cabinet signs. 
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Construction 
Cabinets are constructed of .63, .080, or .125 aluminum exterior with 1” aluminum frame and support 
system. Gauge of aluminum depends on shape and size of the cabinet. Customized cabinets are specially 
fabricated to your specifications. Cabinet projects are quoted as special projects. These projects can take 
a little longer to quote and to manufacture.  

Finish/Paint 
Cabinets are hand-finished, primed, and painted with high-quality products. These paints, combined 
with our custom color matching system, provide you with an error-free, long-lasting product. Other 
finishes are available at request. 

We can manufacture most sizes and shapes.  

 

Only your imagination will limit the different shape, style, logo and imagery that can be incorporated 
into this type of sign. Cabinet Signs can be wall mounted individually incorporating Channel Letters and 
LED Message Boards or implemented into other sign types such as Pylon Sign and Monument Signs. 

If you have any questions our sales staff will be glad to help! Just give us a call or email us at 
signfab@signfab.com 
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